In the presented research, a feasibility study to cover a mobile electrolyte alkaline fuel cell behaviors and characteristics (which the electrolyte has system cooling role) for UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply) application is provided to use in an energy laboratory. Electrochemical modeling and computations for irreversiblities led to optimization of cell voltage, current & power densities and the results are found to be 0.566V, 574.3 mA/cm 2 , 325.2 mW/cm 2 respectively. By using mentioned quantities, ideal thermodynamic efficiency, real thermodynamic efficiency and electrical efficiency concluded 80%, 38% and 34% respectively. Preliminary electrochemical studies in this research are combined with engineering designs in complementary stage of research. At the next stage, considerations on heat and mass transfer and contributed models lead to approve a double pipe heat exchanger as energy sink. Then the cost model is also determined and the optimization codes are developed to propose best operation point of system with minimizing total cost and determining the heat exchanger dimensions, flow rates and temperatures. Furthermore, parametric analysis for variation of temperature, electrolyte cooling rate and cost of planned AFC has been studied for energy efficiency and performance improvement.
Introduction
Fuel cell is an electrochemical system that converts energy of the chemical reaction to useful electrical energy and is made of anode, cathode and electrolyte. Fuel cells classified according to practical temperature, type of electrolyte and constitutive materials; and alkaline fuel cells or AFCs are one of low temperature systems with an alkaline solution as the electrolyte. Alkaline fuel cell is the oldest type of fuel cells, which had described in 1902 and have used in spatial applications [1] . AFC produce electricity through oxidation -reduction reactions between oxygen and hydrogen. In the fuel cell reaction water is generated, and two electrons are released. The electrons flow through an external circuit, and have returned to the cathode to reduce oxygen in an electrochemical reaction and thus hydroxide ions are produced. Electricity and heat are made as byproducts of this product [2] . This system usually has peripheral equipment. Wide studies have done about alkaline fuel cells; but what had not enough attention is specialty study with practical and all purpose approach. Although the central system produce the power, but peripheral equipment also use and effect on whole system performance and the total cost. In this research has been trying to design system and accessories in the optimal mode of increasing efficiency and reducing costs are assessed.
System configuration
An energy laboratory is designed, which part of its power provide from fuel cell systems with ancillary performance and specific aims. Several different objects in correlation with together are contemplated in this laboratory that each has its survey. The typical plan of laboratory is shown in Fig.1 . As seen a 100W AFC has chosen for UPS provider of this laboratory. In these cells the electrolyte is alkaline solution and how to use of is an issue. It can be in mobile electrolyte, static electrolyte and dissolved fuel alkaline fuel cells modes [1] . What are discussed in this research are electrochemistry calculations, engineering design and heat transfer of an alkaline fuel cell system with system optimization aim.
Fig. 1. Designed Energy Laboratory
The basic structure design for mobile electrolyte AFC system [3] is shown in Fig.2 .
Fig. 2. Alkaline fuel cells with mobile electrolyte system and peripheral equipments
Procedures in this type of systems is so that the electrolyte flow between the anode and cathode plates in addition ion transfer and electric current; with its circulation led the excess heat of system to the outside and before re-entry into the system shall pass within a heat exchanger for cooling. Electrolyte needs pumping system us to held circulating [1] .
Electrochemistry
According to voltage losses [4] in a fuel cell system, optimum current is achieved so that losses would be minimum, and thus optimal power and voltage are obtained [5, 6] . Types of efficiencies that are considered in this system are ideal and actual thermodynamic efficiency and electrical efficiency that can be helpful to evaluation of system.
Engineering design
Hydrogen and air consumption, and water, electricity and heat production flow rates are calculated. A fuel cell stack consists of many separate cells. Design of stack and cells arrangement (after obtain the whole required surface) can has different modes. According to the desired power, energy demand and circumstances can decide regarding choice of optimized mode.
Heat Transfer
In mobile electrolyte systems, the cooling process is done by electrolyte. So according to the rate of heat production in electrochemical reactions and selected materials [7, 8] , electrolyte flow rate can set somehow that eject the waste heat from system and kept system performance in ideal temperature [9, 10] . Overall fuel cell system heat transfer can be done through conduction, convection and radiation. Since the alkaline fuel cell systems have low operation temperature, radiant heat transfer can be waivered [11] .
2 B System Modeling
To begin calculations, considering series of assumptions and initial conditions are necessary [12] . The system is considered to produce 100 watt in atmospheric pressure. It is assumed that produced water is in liquid form. Electrochemistry relations have scrutinized with optimization voltage and current using GAMS software. The optimum solution determined efficiency values and input and output flow rates. According to the steps of stack and cells arrangement [13] , algorithm of Fig.3 can be used in modicum number studies.
Fig. 3. Stack design algorithm
To evaluate heat transfer of system, anode, cathode and the whole of system are considered as three distinct control volumes, and heat and mass transfer relationships are extracted [14, 15] . As noted, according to system description, a h eat exchanger is required. For this purpose a double pipe heat exchanger is designed which electrolyte as the warm fluid have streaming in the inner tube and water consider as cooling fluid within the external tube [16] . In order to having a circulating electrolyte stream a proportional pump should be applied. 
Cost model
A mobile alkaline electrolyte fuel cell system requires peripheral equipment such as hydrogen storage tank, circulating pump to provide the electrolyte driving force, heat exchanger and series of additional process such as hydrogen production. So in addition to the fuel cell cost, there are other equipments that should be considered. Thus, if consider the computing for 1000 hours annual performance, five years of application, and 15% inflation rate, with determining costs equation and set values also using the equations of heat transfer section and the heat exchanger design, it could be possible to optimize the overall system performance. For this purpose, GAMS code was developed, using heat transfer, heat exchanger design and the cost model equations the aim to minimize required cost to obtain the optimal heat exchanger area, rate of input and output flows and temperatures in the heat exchanger.
If design and calculation steps collect in an algorithm and associate them with each other, algorithm of Fig.4 will be obtained: 
3 B Results
The results of electrochemical section and codes are presented in Table 1 Required area for desired power is 308cm 2 . Relation between voltage and current density [17, 18] is affected by irreversibilities and when cell current [19] increases, voltage of cell drops [20] because of activation, ohmic and mass transfer losses.
Fig.5. Voltage-Current graph
Designed system performance is presented in Table 2 . In engineering design step inlet and outlet flow rates are calculated as Table 3 . 1.85×10P -6 Also it is concluded that for 100W power, overall 263W energy is generated. So it is seen that power to overall energy ratio is exactly 38%; and this is equal with calculated actual thermodynamic efficiency. Estimated cost for designed system in five years of operation is 2560 $. Obtained temperature, required area and flow rates in optimal mode are as Table 4 : The performance of cell is under influence of different factors, such as temperature. In order to peruse the effect of temperature on cell and all of system (cell and peripheral equipment), the graphs of difference efficiencies toward temperature are depicted in Fig.6 . It is found that because of reducing sensitivity of total system toward temperature with existing cooling section, its gradient is less than ideal performance of cell.
Fig. 6. Difference efficiency toward performance temperature
Nether graph is depicted to survey the effect of parameters variations toward electrolyte outlet temperature from AFC. As seen in Fig.7 , with increasing temperature, flow rate of electrolyte and its pressure drop that depend on circulating flow rate, moreover the actual efficiency of system, are decreased. However, required heat exchanger area increases; because it should cool the warmer electrolyte. The minimum value of system total cost, which is obtained from system optimization GAMS codes, has been shown in this graph.
Fig. 7. Change of parameters toward electrolyte outlet temperature
Considering the gradient of cost in Fig.7 , by temperature reducing before minimum cost, increasing of cost is more strongly; But after minimum cost by rising of temperature cost increasing is milder; And this suggests that circulating system is more effective than cooling system on total cost (Fig.8 confirm this matter, too) . system. Also required heat exchanger area is decreased; because it does not need to cool electrolyte to lower temperature and it needs lesser area.
Fig. 8. Change of parameters toward electrolyte inlet temperature
According to the influential parameters plotted in the graphs and change quantities, from it is seen quality viewpoint that priority of items that effect the composite AFC system are for electrolyte pressure drop, electrolyte flow rate and heat exchanger area, respectively and two first items are running cost type, and third item is fixed cost type.
In Fig.7 and Fig.8 , the effect of electrolyte input and output temperatures have been evaluated, hence with combining them the effect of ΔT changes can be deduced. Except actual efficiency of system, the changes sense is same with flow rate, pressure drop, heat exchanger area at all values, and also with total cost before and after the minimum point.
Conclusions
In the presented research, a 100W alkaline fuel cell with mobile electrolyte and its peripheral equipment have been designed in determined steps to achieve a design model. Presented model has been optimized using GAMS codes to find optimum values of cost model, electrochemical and heat transfer equations.
It was concluded that electrolyte flow rate and its inlet and outlet temperatures, pressure drop, heat exchanger area are some of parameters that effect on cell performance and total cost. Also the efficiency of system reduces toward temperatures rising.
Change of total cost is more sensitive toward input electrolyte temperature rather than output electrolyte temperature. Because input flow controls by peripheral systems; but outlet temperature is a function of fuel cell operation.
Also it was found that running cost is more effective parameter than the fixed cost, in the total cost of systems with similar capacity. 
